
 COLORS:  Charcoal Grey, Pewter, Silver and Yellow 

Charcoal Grey, symbolizing remnants the campfires Walter makes. 
Pewter, symbolizing the solid foundation my parents instilled in me. 
Silver, symbolizing friends who touch our lives. 
Yellow, as in Nature’s lesson, when we are in nature, we are close to God. 
 

FLOWERS 

Lilacs, in particular white lilacs which symbolize humility and innocence in honor of the sister station 
Martha. 

Hot pink or a deep pink Rose, which conveys gratitude and appreciation.  The yellow rose, in 
remembrance of Momma. 

The Morning Glory, symbolizes opening up on the wonderful possibilities of a new day. 

The Fern, as the foundation of any good arrangement, it also reminds us to keep our foundation 
secure in Faith. 

FUN PINS 

Marsha’s Fun Pin:  Grey Wolf 

Just as the Grey Wolf became an integral part of the Yellowstone National Park eco-system, and in 
like, Eastern Star needs to become integral to our world’s human eco-system and the balance of 
good in the world. 

John’s Fun Pin: American Bald Eagle 

The American Bald Eagle symbolizes the strength and freedom of our great nation. The eagle is a 
mighty spirit guide bringing the qualities of strength, courage and clarity into our lives. Able to fly 
higher than other birds, the eagle teaches us to see the bigger picture and to develop our powers of 
objectivity. A skilled hunter, the eagle teaches us strength in patience. 

WATCHWORDS 

Courtesy Courage Wisdom Sunshine 

STAR BLESSINGS EMBLEM 

The Star Blessings Emblem has layers of clouds in charcoal grey, pewter, and silver, which are pierced 
by shining yellow rays.  In the center is the cross, a symbol of faith, and our five-color star.   

It is my hope the Star Blessings emblem will reflect how our Faith and Eastern Star teachings shine 
through the storm clouds, always bringing us peace. 

BIBLE VERSES 

John 1:16  - From the fullness of His grace, we have all received one blessing after another. 

Isaiah 40:31 - ….They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount up with 
wings as eagles; they shall run, and not be weary; and they shall walk, and not faint. 
 

MOTTO 
In a world where you can be anything, be kind 
 

https://www.kingjamesbibleonline.org/Isaiah-40-31/

